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Abstract

The introductory part reviews some basic aspects of bulk point-defect thermodynamics. It makes use of the fact that for
the purposes under consideration, the real structure can be decomposed in a perfect ground structure and a superimposed
defect structure. Then modifications of the point-defect concentration and distribution are considered occurring if interfaces
are approached. A simple treatment is possible for the abrupt core-space charge situation in which the standard chemical

potentials are assumed to change in a step-like way. Evidence is given that in very many cases this is a reasonable model.
There, the adjustment at interfaces occurs solely via space charge regions. 'Trivial' size effects are brought about by the
changed surface (i.e. core plus space charge layer) to volume ratio. A mesoscale size effect is expected if the width of the
space charge layers is no longer small compared with the distance of neighbouring interfaces (Debye-length A as scaling
parameter). In some situations, e.g. if extremely small clusters are treated, distinct deviations in the ground structure also
occur, affecting energetic and entropic standard terms. Since such modifications usually decay steeply with increasing
interfacial distance (L), another scaling parameter (f) defines a further mesoscopic regime. As examples, micro- and
nano-sized particles, films, polycrystals and composites are discussed. © 2000 Elsevier Science BV. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction In both fields, the importance of the nanoscale is
also evident as exemplified by colloid chemistry,

Point defects in solids are, on the one hand, bio-electrochemistry [1-3] or by the emerging field

analogous to the H30+ and OH- ions which play a of nano-electronics [4]. Beyond that, the nanoscale is
central role in aqueous electrochemistry, and to the scale on which macroscopic and microscopic

excess electrons and electron holes, the decisive concepts meet, e.g. the transition between cluster

carriers in semiconductor physics, on the other. In chemistry and physics [5-7], and solid state science.
both fields it is a matter of fact that boundary effects In this contribution, static interfacial effects are

have a significant influence on the charge carrier discussed for the field of Solid State Ionics in

concentrations and distributions. particular with respect to expected and observed

nanosize phenomena (cf. also Refs. [8-10]).

*Tel.: +49-711-689-1720; fax: +49-711-689-1722. The structure of the paper is as follows: After a
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in the infinite bulk is considered (Section 3). In g
Section 4 interfaces are successively brought closer 1 U12

to each other and the resulting size effects are --------------------------
studied. I Agi*, V~g

2. Point-defect thermodynamics in the infinite
bulk -"

In the classical treatment of defective materials,
the real structure is decomposed into a perfect
(ground) structure and a (chemically excited) defect I
structure:

Real structure = perfect structure + defect structure Ag AgCI C

(1) composition
the first one being invariant while the latter responds
to changes in the state and control parameters, in
particular temperature (T), doping content (C) and V
component potential (e.g. expressed by the oxygen A
partial pressure P in a binary oxide). In the infinite , "
bulk, electroneutrality is usually an excellent as- /Ag.
sumption [11-13]. Global and local equilibrium at c• ['Cd*g \
constant T and total pressure demands the minimisa- oO A J
tion of the Gibbs energy in terms of the particle Ig [GCdAg ]-
numbers. If the defects are dilute, Boltzmann statis-
tics can be applied and ideal mass action laws
follow. If the electroneutrality condition can be

condensed to a proportionality of two majority i 4
carrier concentrations, the power law form [14-16] - 1
c = aPNJCMjHiTKr'(T) (2) >

.r 3

results, with the characteristic exponents A§, Mj, Yrj . .
(simple rational numbers). The K,.s are the mass
action constants of the defect reactions under regard. 1/ T
Representations of log cj vs. log P (Kr6ger-Vink Fig. 1. Defect chemistry in the bulk of AgCI.
plots), log cj vs. log C as well as log c vs. lIT
(Arrhenius or better van't Hoff plots) yield straight
lines with Nj, Mj and 1, yrjArH' (AH°: standard Agag + V,;='Ag + V'A (3)
enthalpy of reaction r) as slopes. A sensitive measure
for ci is the conductivity oj which also involves the potential according to (r=Ci)
T-dependent mobility.

Fig. 1 shows the defect chemistry of the Frenkel 1
disordered material AgCl. Since ionic carriers are in -- Cl 2(g) + Ag;->-AgC1 + V• + h" (4)
majority, the electroneutrality equation is [Agi]= or in terms of Ag (g) (r=Ag)
[VAg]. The important disorder reactions are the
Frenkel reaction (r=F) Ag(g) + h" + V,;-Agi. (5)
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Note that silver and C12-partial pressures are related coefficients (ltex) due to Coulomb interaction. These
to the formation enthalpy according to long-range Coulomb interactions lower the effective

P pl/2 - defect formation energy such that defect formation
A cl2  const. exp - AfGAgCI0

. (6) becomes successively more favourable leading to an

The inter-correlation of [h] with [e'] is provided by over-Arrhenius increase of the ionic conductivity and

the band gap transfer (r=B) eventually even to a phase transition (see curve 4 in
the bottom picture, high T). The classical approach

Nil,•e' + h'. (7) to describe long-range interactions is the Debye-

The interaction with the component potential is only Hiickel theory [19] which fails at significantly high

relevant on the level of the electrons as minority concentrations (>0.1%). In Ref. [20] it was shown
whileanton the mavlofy ie r elctoncratmionsy that, in such cases, a quasi-Madelung approach ("ex

carriers, while the majority carrier concentrations OCC1/3) can yield a reasonable explanation of both the
(ions) are approximately independent of P,1, and(ins eat of1/2 conductivity anomaly as well as the phase transition

Ag. Hence, [Agi] = [VA] = K, as shown at the
top of Fig. 1, while [e'](FPc,12 ) and " 1/2 temperatures. The proportionality factor between the

S 2  [h](CP12) excess chemical potential and the cube root of the
sensitively depend on the position in the phase concentration is in line with a simple Madelung
diagram. In the van't Hoff diagram (bottom of Fig. estimate as well as with recent MD-simulations [21].
1), a straight line (1) results with the slope of
AFH°/2.

Irreversibly introduced aliovalent impurity traces
(e.g. Cd 2 ÷ on Ag+-site, i.e. CdAg) appear in the 3. Equilibrium point-defect distribution at

electroneutrality equation only. If [CdAg] has been interfaces

increased to values in the order of or greater than
K1/ 2  (see centre Fig. 1), [Vig] increases Now we investigate the modifications due to
(-[Cdg]--[VgI) as [e'] does, while approaching interfaces. First of all we adopt a[Al]--KF[VAg]) and [h'] decrease (see centre of simplified picture which assumes (ground) structural
F i. an uA2 invariance up to the core of the interfaces which
Fig.itself is thought to be of a different but invariant
temperatures short range interactions become im-

portant. This short range interaction can, to a good (ground) structure. In other words we assume the
extent, be taken into account by an association chemical ground structure to behave as an ideal step
rexteont function and allow only the point-defect concen-
reaction (tration to vary and to contribute to the adjustment of
[17,18]. the electrochemical potentials.

CdAg + V lg (CdAgVAg)>. (8) Real structure = Perfect bulk structure

2+We now have three ionic species (free Cd , free + perfect core structure
Ag +-vacancy and associate) for which again, + inhomogeneous defect structure
Boltzmann statistics can be applied with reasonable
approximation. (10)

Such a procedure does not work at high tempera- In particular, carrier mobilities and standard chemi-
tures (usually below the melting point) at which so cal potentials (and thus mass action constants) be-
many native defects have been generated that (i) the have in a step-function way. In contrast to the perfect
restricted number of sites and (ii) the long-range structure, the defect structure - and thus the carrier
interactions must be taken account of. The former concentrations - does not vary in a step-function
can be done by using Fermi-Dirac type of statistics: way but is smeared out around the interface.

c We follow the core-space-charge model described
t O = A' + RT In - - (9) in more detail in Ref. [22]. As a consequence of the

abrupt change of structure and standard chemical
the latter leads to the introduction of interaction potentials and as a consequence of the requirement
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that the electrochemical potentials of all mobile resistive core; surface active insulators can adsorb
species have to be homogeneous, changes of the mobile ions and lead to enhanced vacancy conduc-
chemical potentials occur at the expense of electrical tion; in the miscibility gap of two conductors,
potential changes, in other words, space charge conductivity anomalies can occur through a carrier
regions with modified defect concentrations come redistribution, and at surfaces adsorbed gas mole-
into play. The complete treatment demands knowl- cules may lead to ionic space charge effects (see Fig.
edge of defect chemistry of both bulk and core, to 2: CaF,/BF3 ). Analogous effects are known for
establish for each carrier j the relationship: electronic conductors. In mixed conductors usually
c B) (1 the interaction of the majority carriers (e.g. ions)

(x; P, T, C; B)( defines the space charge potential which is then

B denotes the parameter set additionally necessary to perceived by the minority species (e.g. electrons
define the interface. Already in the case of an ideal [26]). Beyond that, the ratio of ionic and electronic
grain boundary, B is at least a five-fold manifold' conductivity may be varied [28-30]. In some cases,
[24]. Owing to the kinetic constraints and the surface-interaction free energies may well be enough
complexity of interfacial structure and composition, to lead to interfacial phase transitions [31,32]. They
the core ground structure and composition (B) is can, e.g. be thought to be formed via charge carrier
more pragmatically handled as a irreversibly intro- interaction as discussed which can be different in the
duced boundary condition and thus as a further boundary regions, e.g. due to modified carrier con-
controlling parameter similar to C in Eq. (2). centration [26].

If two majority defects 1, 2 of equal absolute Fig. 3 shows the conductivity enhancement of
charge follow the space charge field we can write heterogeneously doped AgCl. The effects can be

quantitatively described by an ideal space charge
1 + exp - x/A'] 2  model [26].

c/cj = 1 - 0, exp-x/A1 . (12) The conductivity enhancement in heterogeneously
doped P3-AgI [33] is qualitatively in agreement with

c, the degree of influence contains the boundary core the simple space charge theory (tendencies, slopes
etc.) but the absolute values are too high by orders of

chemistry. The conductance enhancement parallel to magnitude to account for the effect quantitatively. It
the interface follows as has been shown [34-36] that interfacial phase transi-

(2c ) tions occur which are not unexpected in view of the
AY11  £ (2A)Fu 2 12c (13) polymorphism of the AgI-structures and the state-

j= 1,2 ments given in the previous section. A more detailed

(u: mobility, = - A2). For details see Ref. [25]. explanation of the anomaly is given in Section 4.
Besides grain boundaries, phase boundaries are of In addition to the excess charge, pure core disor-
importance such as interfaces of a mixed conductor der may also be important in view of lowered defect
with an inert solid material, with a second mixed formation energies and varied mobilities for core
conductor (which includes grain boundaries) or with defects. For more details on this see Ref. [37].
a gas phase. In Ref. [26] an extensive discussion of Recent computer simulations [38,39] show that in
related conductivity effects is given. To mention a CeO, oxygen vacancies and excess electrons are
few examples, grain boundaries may exhibit conduc- more stable at the surface than in the bulk.
tive pathways along the enhancement layer while The step-function behaviour of the structure, i.e.
they may simultaneously block the transport by a of )u', is of course an assumption. Structural models

show that bond distances may vary over a certain
range at boundaries in a more or less smooth way.

'Five is the number of macroscopic degrees of freedom determin- From structure investigations it is known that the
ing the configuration of grain boundaries obtained by bringing
together two single crystalline pieces. The additional microscopic HzO-structure of ice becomes water-like in the
degrees of freedom can usually not be controlled independently vicinity of surfaces [40], while the first layers of
[23]. liquid water in contact with certain electrodes are
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Fig. 2. The exposure of CaF, to the Lewis-acid BF 3 leads to an increase of the fluoride vacancy concentration (conductivity). The effect is
analogous to the exposure of semiconducting oxides to 02. This is shown by the potential diagrams in the central column (cf. Refs. [26,27]).
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Fig. 4. The development of the mesoscopic space charge effect.

Fig. 3. The effect of 'heterogeneous doping' of AgCl and AgBr L.h.s.: concentration profiles (-- c/cj). R.h.s.: thickness depen-
can be quantitatively interpreted by space charge effects [25]. dence of the parallel excess conductance.
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ice-like [41]. This point will be taken up again in dominate in nanocrystalline samples although it may
Section 4.3. (Fig. 4). be completely insignificant in microcrystalline sam-

ples. The same is true for space charge transport.
Nonetheless these 'trivial' effects can be striking

4. Size effects on point-defect thermodynamics [37]. One example is the depression of the melting
point of nanosized crystals. This example is taken up

4.1. 'Trivial' size effects again in Section 4.2. But let us now consider the
situation that also the local properties are size-depen-

If the size of the crystal is reduced so is the dent.
distance between neighbouring interfaces, overall
properties, e.g. the overall transport properties can 4.2. Mesoscopic space charge effect
significantly change just due to the increased inter-
face to volume ratio, i.e. the local properties being Again, we first adopt the abrupt structural model.
invariant. Thus transport along the core regions may Fig. 5 highlights the occurrence of a mesoscopic

0

0

0 A
A-2 - A

CA

- -3 -A

IU) A
Cl))Z-4 C

C A
0 -5- C A

m-CaF2 (rgraln 0.2 pom) A

A m-CaF2+ SbF5

-6 - -.. n-CaF2 (rgraln = 9 nm)

calculated using space
charge model

-711
I- III I I

1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4

103 T 1/K 1

Fig. 5. Conductivity (without blocking grain-to-grain contacts) for nanocrystalline (n-) CaF, compared to coarse-grained (m-) CaF2 . The
deflection of the data points at high T (n-CaF,) indicates grain coarsening. Also shown are the conductivity data obtained by exposure of

m-CaF, to the Lewis-acid SbF9 (cf. also Fig. 2) [45,46].
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effect if the sample thickness is no longer large by semi-infinite space charges. Owing to the high
compared with the Debye-length [42]. Then the impurity content, the Debye-length can be assessed
space charge regions interfere, the sample is charged to be lower than the grain size of -10 nm. In Ref.
throughout, and in terms of conductivity an addition- [47] the changed defect chemistry of nanocrystalline
al enhancement may occur for enrichment layers CeO 2 was explained by core effects. Also in this
expressed by the nanosize factor (ns.f.) [43,44] [co case, the sample thickness was still large compared
c(x = 0)] (derived for a film!) to the Debye-length. Yet, a mesoscopic situation is

4A sf. - (14 )2certainly met in swollen Nafion or PEEK ion ex-
4(/ = (14) change membranes Fig. 6. There an organic back-
• Co / bone [per-fluorinated branched hydrocarbon network

where c* is the concentration in the center of the (Nafion)] or bundles of aromatic polyether ketones

symmetrical film and related to L and co via: (PEEK) are separated by tiny water channels [48].
These organic backbones bear sulfonic acid groups.

L = - [ 2(Ac/ 1-) While the proton can be dissociated away, the anion
2A-[ 2 W( Cc-*,2' is strongly bonded to the polymer. Since the thick-

(cý Co) ness of the water channels is of the order of 1 nm
(15) and much lower than the Debye-length of water,

these channels form mesoscopic space charge layers
e denoting elliptical integrals of the first kind, c. in which only very small gradients of the proton
being the bulk value. Even though predicted quan- concentration exist. A systematic examination of the
titatively more than a decade ago [43,44] clear proton conductivity as the function of the separation
experimental evidence for this is still lacking. The thickness is necessary [49].
thickness-dependent conductance of thin Liu-films on A further example is the already discussed con-
sapphire could be nicely fitted by Eq. (14) [43,44], ductivity enhancement in AgI:A120 3 nanocompo-
however it is probable that lateral inhomogeneities sites. As already outlined, the conductivities point
(island formation) obscure the picture. This is sup- towards space charge effects. However, a semi-infi-
ported by a large apparent Debye-length obtained nite space charge model predicts too low an effect.
when a homogeneous situation is assumed [42,26]. Finite (mesoscopic) effects would require a lower

Fig. 5 shows the high conductivity of nanocrystal- grain size than estimated from the geometrical
line CaF2 [45,46]. The conductivity can be explained parameters. However, a recent structural analysis

hydrophobic phase
"C > (mechanical stability)

k iý C-- hydrophilic phaseC/ V , (proton transport)

1 nm
() H20 + H30 - S 0o; polymer backbone

Fig. 6. Mesoscopic arrangement of acidified water channels in the PEEK polymers [48].
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indicates the formation of a stacking fault structure may mention (i) the fact, important for Li-batteries,
formed at the interfaces (Fig. 7) [34]. This stacking that Li insertion into nanocrystalline hosts may not
fault sequence can also be conceived as a hetero- necessarily imply a homogeneous distribution of Li+
structure in which 3- and y-layers alternate, the layer and e-, and (ii) the fact that drift effects in Taguchi
distance being of atomistic dimensions. If we can gas sensors should be minimal, if L-A, as the
suppose an interfacial effect at the 3/-y-boundary for separation of the bulk and surface conductivity
which we have indications, a far-reaching ionic effects become almost irrelevant, and finally (iii) that
disorder is to be expected and the observed con- pronounced size effects are expected for extent [47]
ductivity behaviour can be at least half-quantitatively and rate [50] of stoichiometric changes.
explained. In this respect, more detailed investiga-
tions on such super-lattices are required as is the case 4.3. Mesoscopic structural effects
in quantum well research.

Beyond electrical properties, such questions are Now we are interested in potential size-dependen-
important for stability considerations, as well as for cies of it, i.e. bending of (free) energy levels (apart
kinetic (and in particular catalytic) properties. We from electrical field effects). For electronic levels,

this can occur without structural effects just due to
the extension of the electron's wave-function. The

"A * -- __" ' A simple electron-in-the-box model indicates that the
energy levels and hence also the energy differences
depend on L and thus approximately

A0 c° L . (16)

SA A clear example is illustrated by the colour changes
: .... exhibited by colloids as a function of size [51 ]. This

dependence predicts a steep decay of this kind of
c c-level bending. Nano-electronics being concerned

with nanoheterostructures, quantum wells, wires and
dots relies on such confinement phenomena [4].

B 7H B Similarly we expect confinement effects for protons
but only under conditions where tunnelling is of
relevance. In usual cases and in particular for larger

C ions, this is not the case. An extremely interesting
. Ttopic is the exploration of nanosize effects in mixed
I iconductors. In the case of typical ion conductors, a

S", -- =- [B L-dependence of )u implies structural changes. Then
we must face the more complicated situation char-

S30 acterised by

AAL A Real structure = Inhomogeneous perfect structure

+ (inhomogeneous) defect structure

C -- C (17)

Experiments with NaC1 clusters (Fig. 8) [6,7] show
'y-like P3-1ike that the rock-salt structure is obtained already for

small cluster sizes ( > 10 molecular units). Minor
Fig. 7. Stacking fault (7H phase) forming at the AIO,/AgI

boundary, can be conceived as a Pl/y/pl/,y... sequence of (sub-) variations in the bond lengths are then obviously not
nanometre size leading to a pronounced disorder in the cation leading to a significant energetic effect: If we
sublattice. consider the energy and decompose the small crys-
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Na3CI• Na4CI+ Na12C1• Na13CI•

-15.03eV -14.52eV -22.51eV -22.02eV

90.35eV
Na5Cl+ NasCl+ 82.60eV Na1 5C!+4

t• 4 4 CL Na14011•

-30.29eV -29.82eV -37.39eV -37.37eV

98.88eV 105.14eV
Na7cI+ Na Cl+ Na14C1+

-44.90eV -44.73eV -52.65eV -50.47eV 91.35eV

Fig. 8. Stable (NaCI),_, Na+-cluster according to Martin [6,7].

tals into 'bulk' and an outer shell of surface particles /o are restricted to extremely small sizes t. General-
('core') it turns out that the energies of the so- ly speaking, we expect a mesoscopic effect in the
decomposed ground structures are quite invariant, carrier concentration (i.e. in the mass action con-
More precisely, if surface and bulk energies are stants K) and in the conductivities (i.e. in both K and
superimposed as a(L)N2/3 + /3(L)N, a and 63 are u) if L s< t.
quite insensitive with thickness as the plot of E/N 21 3  In cases in which the Debye-length is significant,
vs. N'13 shows [52]. The situation seems to be we will then have to face two mesoscopic regimes as
similar in noble metals: The melting temperature indicated in Fig. 9: an electrical one for A Ž> L >> e
changes of nanocrystalline Au particles are quite and a structural one for [ ý-L. If ( is not small
dramatic [53]. If the size of Au crystals is reduced to compared to A, a complicated mixed behaviour
20 A, the melting point drops by 600 K. Neverthe- occurs.
less the effect can be understood by using only
physical constants of massive gold [53], i.e. by
trivial effects as denoted in Section 4.1. Note that for .. ,i.
cubic clusters of 1000 atoms only half of the atoms ,
are not sitting in surfaces. At smaller clusters also .
edge effects and comer effects become important. . 0
For a Wulff-crystal, the chemical potential correction I

(AiiMX) compared to very large crystals is deter- zIF
mined by W. Vm Vm being the molar volume and W,' ,, ,'
the ratio of surface tension and distance between 0I I t I

surface and centre which is the same for each plane.i I I I

According to e.m.f. measurements [54], nanocrystal- ± _ _ L
line copper shows an increase in the chemical 0 I 2k L
potential which can be understood in this way. distance

Even though these findings cannot be generalised, Fig. 9. If, at thicknesses smaller than f, the structure changes,
it certainly will be, in many cases, a good approxi- there is - in addition to space charge effects characterised by A
mation to state that such structural L-dependencies in - a second size effect to be expected.
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